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[I] Introduction & Inspiration/Abstract :

In this communication the importance of BSOFT-Ruby-LLVM-Tcl/Tk systems based imaging framework to probe Cryo-EM images is presented from a practical implementation point of view. Cryo-EM Technique holds an excellent future. Ruby-LLVM based imaging algorithms could form a powerful informatics framework for researching the challenges arising in the domains of nanotechnology. It is very much useful and important to study the behavior of cross-platform interfacing of existing software tools, fine tuning and adapting them to the domains where the models make bold predictions which could form the basis for the discovery of new nanoscale phenomena. All the methods presented here are also applicable to TEM/SEM/other EM Image Processing tasks as well. Aimed at writing better image processing software directly in Ruby in the near future as Ruby is already a promising tool in medical imaging areas like DICOM and other applications. Ruby also easily interacts with software already developed using C/C++/Java/Tcl/Tk/LLVM with its own extension capabilities. BSOFT, a well established Electron Microscopy Image Processing Software is chosen to experiment with, hence this presentation.
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[II] Informatics Framework Design & Implementation:

Figure I – Our Total Overview of the cryogenic-electron-microscopy Informatics Platform - Testing in Progress.

Please check these links for more information & introduction:

[d] http://vixra.org/author/d_n_t_kumar
[III] Additional Information on Mathematics & Software Used:

[a]. https://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/hadani/

[b]. http://cryoem.berkeley.edu/cryoem

[c]. https://lsbr.niams.nih.gov/bsoft/

[d] https://www.semanticscholar.org/author/Nirmal-Tej-Kumar/12354503/suggest
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THE END.